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The Cover
Close-up of one of the
16 mountain goats released in Ore-

gon recently. For more photos and
story, see page 8.
Photo by Bruce Craven

HUNTER EDUCATION
PROGRAM
Months of April and May, 1985
Instructors Approved ....... 25
Total Active .............. 1,347
Students Trained .......... 833
Total To Date ......... 320,481
HUNTING CASUALTIES
(Reported in 1985)
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CAPE FALCON TO THE OREGON/CALIFORNIA BORDER
*Coho Quota
170,000 (includes California catch)
*Anglers are limited to the taking of only six salmon in seven days. This
approach is intended to slow down the coho catch rate.
*Anglers must keep the first two fish hooked. No size limit is in effect.
*Barbed hooks may be used in this area.
*Fishing is open from O to 200 miles.
CAPE FALCON TO LEADBETTER POINT
*Coho Quota
12,100
99,000 Chinook Quota
*A conservation zone closure at the Columbia River mouth is in effect
between the red buoy line on the south jetty to Klipsan Beach.
*The bag limit is two fish with minimum sizes of 24 inches for chinook
and 16 inches for coho.
*Salmon fishing will be allowed Sunday through Thursday only in
ocean waters.
*Barbless hooks must be used in this area.
*The area is open for fishing from O to 200 miles, except closed inside
three miles between Klipsan Beach and Leadbetter Point.E

-

Ron E. Shay, Editor

Fatal .....................
Nonfatal ..................

Special Sport Regulations

i
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July-August Commission Meetings

--

July 25
7.-00 p.m.. BLM Wilderness Review
July 26 9:00 am., Furbearer, Bandtailed Pigeon & Mourning Dove Regulations, Salmon-steelheadpassage at White River Falls
f
August 9
1:00 p.m., Columbia River Compact
Fall Salmon Season
Young's Bay season.
A ugust

i6

Waterfowl and up/and bird seasons.

All meetings will be held at department headquarters at

S. W. Fifth and Mill
streets in Port/and and start at 8:00 am., unless otherwise indicated.
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Author John Crawford suggests mountain quail hunters should search around "headquarters" areas and check sites that may
be especially productive for seeds and berries. (Photos by Author. Photos and story may be reproduced only with permission of
the author.)

Mountain Quail Hunting
By Dr. John A. Crawford
Associate Professor of
Wildlife Ecology
Oregon State University

A group of small, dark figures
racing uphill through dense brush
or a rocketing flush out of a Douglas fir right next to your ear that
is how you may encounter Oregon's
forest-dwelling quail, the mountain quail. Tired, wet, dirty and
exasperated are often fitting descriptions for mountain quail hunters. Despite some hardships, there
are many things to recommend
hunting of these birds.
Seasons are relatively long. In
western Oregon and Hood River
_'nd Wasco counties, the season
ually runs from late August
through December, with a short
break during November. The bag
limit is typically five, but in some
years is increased to ten. In other

-
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counties, the season occurs from
mid-October through the end of
the year, and because of lower
abundance and more restricted
distribution, bag limits are set at
two. Mountain quail inhabit some
very scenic areas of our state and
they frequently co-occur with
ruffed and blue grouse or California quail, which can provide
hunters with fine mixed bags.
Mountain quail certainly rank
as one of the more challenging
gamebirds in the state because of
their behavior and the habitats in
which they live. Consequently,
mountain quail are a rather underutilized resource available to upland bird hunters. The purpose of
this article is to provide hunters or

prospective hunters with a brief
description of mountain quail, the
habitats used by these birds during fall, and some of the behavioral characters relevant to hunters. Some useful suggestions for
hunting mountain quail are also
provided.
Description

Mountain quail are distin-

guished from other quails by a
long, straight plume or top-knot,
which consists of only two feathers. The rusty throat, belly and
flank (which are heavily barred)
contrast with the olive-colored
back and gray chest and head.
Mountain quail, the largest of the
(continued next page)
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Mountain Quail

quails in the United States, may
weigh eight ounces or more, which
means they are approximately
one-third larger than California
quail.
Males and females are virtually
identical in size and plumage.
Generally, males have more of a
grayish cast to the feathers on the
back of the neck; in females the
nape is olive. The length of the topknot also differs between the

sexes. Males typically have
plumes longer than 2.8 inches and
females have shorter top-knots.

The technique of measuring plume
length is not applicable during late
summer and early fall because
these feathers are in the process of
molting or regrowth.
Age determination of immature
or adult mountain quail is based
on the appearance of certain wing
feathers. The primary coverts of
immatures are mottled, whereas
these feathers are uniformly olive
in adults. In addition, the outer
two primaries of immatures are
more worn, pointed, and slightly

lt is difficult to distinguish between male and female mountain quail. However, the
primary coverts of the immature birds are mottled as shown on the left while adult
birds have uniformly olive feathers in this area of the wing.

lighter in color than the other
primaries. All primaries appear
similar in shape and color in
adults.

Habitat and Habits

Mountain quail are found from
Vancouver Island in British Columbia, through Washington, Oregon and California to the northern
part of Baja, Mexico. Their range
extends inland to western Nevada
and Idaho. At least some of the
current distribution in these states
resulted from introductions. It is
not clear from existing information whether mountain quail were
native to Idaho, eastern Washington and eastern Oregon, or were
introduced. The birds were transplanted into some other western
states and the Midwest with little
or no success.

Mountain quail are distributed
statewide in Oregon, but are most
abundant in the Coast and Cascade ranges. Throughout the state,
they are associated with brushy
and wooded habitats. In the more
arid regions, they are frequently
found along riparian zones. In the
Page 4

Bare soil is used for dusting and these depressions indicate recent activity in the
area.
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humid, temperate climate of westOregon, mountain quail freem
quent regenerating clearcuts, open
areas, and meadows associated
with coniferous forest. Although
there are some exceptions, mountain quail usually inhabit areas
below 6000 feet in elevation and
they prefer areas with relatively
steep slopes.
In common with many other upland gamebirds, mountain quail
are birds of habitat edges. They
may forage in an area that has
been burned or logged, roost in
young Douglas fir, and loaf in
older coniferous stands. Rarely
will they be found in the middle of
any large, homogeneous stand.
During the fall months, disturbed areas provide the best food
for mountain quail. At this time,
birds make heavy use of the seeds
of legumes, such as lotus, lupine,
and clover. In addition, they eat a
variety of seeds from other forbs,
green leaf material, and berries,
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Mountain quail typically inhabit brushy areas with rather steep slopes.

such as snowberry.
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ist brush? Not entirely. This is a typical "headquarters" of a mountain quail covey
the Coast Range.

A

small

amount of insect matter, consisting primarily of ants, beetles and
grasshoppers, may be found in the
diet. Disturbed sites, where soil is
exposed, also provide sources of
grit and are frequently used for
dusting. Mountain quail are most
active in morning and evening,
during which times they are foraging, dusting, and obtaining grit.
In early fall, mountain quail
habitually use certain sites as a
"headquarters" for the covey. The
"headquarters" is where the birds
spend much of the day resting and
preening, and it may include or be
adjacent to the night roosting
area. Mountain quail typically occurin family coveys of8 to 10 birds
in early autumn. As the season
progresses, several coveys may
form loose associations that result
in flocks of 20 or more birds. Also,
some mixing of individuals from
different coveys, called the "fall
shuffle", takes place. In conjunction with these activities, some
coveys begin a migration to lower
elevations and others display
changes in habitat use. The latter
often select areas with more woody
(continued next page)
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Mountain Quail

cover, apparently in response to
changes in weather.

Hunting Mountain Quail
The first thing a mountain quail
hunter must do to increase
chances of success is to locate the
"headquarters" of as many coveys
as possible in an area. The "headquarters" is the best place to initiate a hunt. If the birds are not
present, they are likely in the vicinity foraging or dusting. Often
coveys have a particular area they
prefer for escape when disturbed at
their "headquarters", and it is
wise for hunters to learn the direction the covey flies when disturbed. Thus, one hunter may take
a position between the "headquarters" and escape cover, while another hunter moves in to flush the
covey.

During mid-morning and late
afternoon, mountain quail typically are foraging. The hunter should
check areas for signs of dusting
and tracks to determine if there
has been any recent activity in the
area. Foraging times provide
chances for the hunter to encounter birds in somewhat more open
areas than during mid-day. Also,
the birds are moving more and
leaving scent trails that may be
followed by a bird dog.
If a covey of mountain quail is
unexpectedly flushed and the birds
scatter in all directions, an effective technique is to return to the
area one or two hours later. Frequently, the birds will reassemble
at the site from which they were
flushed. Pursuing a covey after an
initial flush can be difficult and
exhausting. If the covey flushes as
a group, it is frequentlyworthwhile to continue after them for
another opportunity. However, if
birds go off in all directions, the
hunter is farther ahead to return
later. When quail are widely scattered in an area, especially if they
were flushed several times during
a short period, they hold very
tightly to cover and much thoroughness and patience is required to
work the singles.
Mountain quail are most difficult to hunt during mid-autumn
when coveys are mixing and miPage 6

gration is underway. Some coveys
will remain at their "headquarters", but others will be absent.
Hunters should check areas of
lower elevation, below the snow
line, with dense cover. This time of
year is quite frustrating for the
hunter because coveys are inconsistent in use of areas, and about
the time the hunter believes he/
she knows their routine, they disappear completely!
As fall gives way to winter, most
mountain quail hunters have
abandoned the chase and have
focused on some other quarry or
recreational pursuit. Nevertheless,
late-season hunting can be very
enjoyable. After the "fall shuffle"
and migration, the birds tend to
again settle into a routine. They
are older and wiser by this time,
but many of the early season te chniques can be employed with success. Although late season bags
are usually smaller, the mountain
quail hunter may enjoy the experience more. Many of the other
hunters, loggers, hikers, etc. are
gone from mountain quail areas
by late in the season.
Whenever one goes hunting for
mountain quail, a dog is most
important. Dogs help locate birds
initially and, even more importantly, help retrieve dead or crippled
birds that are easily lost in dense
cover. Choice of a breed of dog for

mountain quail hunting involves
the personal preference of hunters
for which many factors enter. A
dog with a good nose is desirable
for locating birds; an avid retriever

is helpful in finding downed birds;
and a good companion is consolation for days of little succe
Overall, a close-working, flushing
breed seems to be the best choice.
Pointers sometimes have difficulties with mountain quail because
the birds commonly run uphill to
escape, and pointers frequently

cannot traverse the steep and
brushy terrain quickly enough to
make the birds freeze rather than
run. However, pointers can be

most valuable at locating singles.
Equipment for mountain quail
hunting includes a pair of good
hiking boots, raingear (for hunters
in western Oregon!), and a light,
fast-handling shotgun. The best
borings are cylinder or improved
cylinder. Mountain quail present
few shots beyond 25 yards, and
most birds probably are shot at
less than 20 yards. Rather light
loads
to 11/8 of shot) and small
shot (71/2 or 8) produce the best
results. Weight, length and balance of the gun also should be considered. "Snap shots" commonly
are made and frequently the hunt
er is in rather dense brush
young trees. Thus, a lightweight
gun with relatively short barrels is
the best selection.
One of the rewarding aspects of
hunting is sitting down to a dinner
(3/4

of mountain quail. Whether
broiled, baked or fried, mountain
quail are superb eating. The meat
is white, nicely textured, and delicious. Mountain quail provide
good sport, challenging shots, and,
if you are lucky, delicious eating.L1
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This and That
bdfldy Land Acquired
About the first of the year, the
Nature Conservancy acquired the
Cornwell tract of land on the
Sandy River. In previous issues we
ran a small article and pledge card
for those who wished to donate to
this purchase through the Oregon
Wildlife Heritage Foundation.
The purchase is a four-way
cooperative project. The conservancy provided approximately half
of the funding. The other half is
from the Oregon State Parks Division, the Department ofFish and
Wildlife and the Heritage Foundation. The foundation funds came
from a great many small contributions and through the efforts of
fourteen sport fishing clubs in the
Tn-county area.
The area acquired is 120 acres
making up one mile of frontage
along prime steelhead water. It
also contains a favorite take-out
spot for boaters. Acquisition of
tbis tract completes the Sandy
¡er Scenic waterway corridor
trom Dodge Park to Oxbow Park.
30 Years on the Air
Oregon Fish and Wildlife has
been on radio 30 years as of the
week of August 15. Programs pro-

duced by the department, and
aired as a public service by the
radio stations of the state, started
in 1955.
At that time, Ron Shay took a
portable recorder throughout the
state to do on-the-spot interviews
to incorporate into a 15-minute
weekly program. Since then, the
format has been changed to a 4½minute outdoor commentary to
better fit the current programming
styles.
Some 35 to 65 stations statewide
have been carrying the free programs with the number varying
from year to year. If you would like
to hear the weekly informational
jieces, contact your local radio
ttion. They can obtain the free
series by writing to the Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Schoolhouse Ramp Completed
A new boat ramp and parking
facility has been completed approximately nine miles up the
Smith River from Reedsport. The

ramp will provide access for

striped bass, cutthroat and coho
anglers.
The construction cost of $30,000
was funded by the Oregon State
Marine Board. The design and
engineering and necessary land
were provided by ODF&W. Under
supervision of Dave Woods, the
local Douglas County road crew
provided several days labor. Additionally, some of the gravel used in
the construction was donated by
Whitey Lewis of Bohemia, Inc.
Douglas County has agreed to
maintain the facility.
Reedsport Courier
Cougars Stymied

Three loggers watched as two
cougars came down the prairie at
the old Miller ranch up Pistol
River and encircled a herd of grazing elk. The elk grouped together,
guarding the young.
One cougar came slinking in
over a slight rise; a large bull elk
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Fish caught by sport anglers
account for more than one-fourth
of the fish annually consumed by
American families, according to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
According to the USDA's survey, the 1980 value of the nation's
sport fish catch was $1 billion.
Even though the dollar value of
the American sport catch is tremendous, the cost of catching
those fish is even more. The 1980
national Survey of Fish, Hunting
and Wildlife Associated Recreation revealed that the nation's
anglers spent $17 billion on their
sport each year. That amount indudes the price of licenses, permits
and equipment, as well as the costs
of lodging, transportation and subscriptions to fishing magazines.
Illinois Outdoor Highlights
charged, driving him away. The
other cougar was coming in from
another direction, but was also
driven off by the bulls. Following
this, the cougars moved away
searching for easier prey.
Irene Green in the
Curry County Reporter

ODF&W NONGAME WILDLIFE AREAS

Area

County

Tract

Baldock Slough

Boardman
Chamberlain Springs
Crane Prairie Reservoir
Enterprise
Fort Stevens
Gold Ray Backwater
Griffin Gulch
Henderson Marsh
Iron Mountain
Love Reservoir
Malone & Stuckel
Mission
Red Ridge Spring
Rhinehart
Salisbury
Saw-Whet

Spring Branch
Stonebridge
Wallowa
Stowe

OREGON

Fishing

Marh

Baker
Morrow
Baker
Deschutes
Wallowa
Clatsop
Jackson
Baker

Owned

Acres
Controlled

12

7

28
25
10,600
31

1

201

36
28
8

700
30
25
20

Coos

Baker
Baker
Klamath
Umatilla
Baker
Union
Baker
Union

4

30
1

6
7

Wallowa

9
10

Klamath
Wallowa
Douglas

22
51
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Oregon Gets
Washington Goats
Photos by

Bruce Craven

Two mountain goats completing the
first leg of their journey from Olympic
National Park to Oregon. Animals were
tranquilized before being moved from
high in the mountains to the lower
staging area.

Oregon is richer by 16 mountain
goats as the result of a swap being
made with the state of Washington. Four female and four male
goats were released into the Elkhorn mountains of Northeastern
Oregon on June 20 and 5 females,
2 males and one yearling kid were
turned loose on the 19th in the
Eagle Cap area of the Wallowas.
Radio collars were put on three of
the goats in each area so their
movements can be followed by
biologists of the Department of
Fish and Wildlife.
The mountain goats were acquired from the Olympic National
Park. According to a park service
spokesman, an attempt is being
made to remove most or all of the
population of animals located
there. Not native to the park area,
the goats were introduced in the
1920's. Since the goats have few
natural predators and there is no
hunting allowed in the park, the
herd has grown from a few anim-

als in the 1920's to a herd estimated at 1,000. In addition, there
are some 200 animals outsidc
the park boundaries.
Mountain goats are not native to
Oregon either. In 1950, a few goats
were released in the Eagle Cap
area of the Wallowas. The herd
grew gradually until very limited
hunting was allowed. However,
the herd increase ceased and the
population has remained rather
stagnant for a number of years
despite complete protection. It is
hoped the eight goats released into
the same area will bring in new
bloodlines to revitalize the herd.
The Elkhorn mountain transplant is designed to supplement a
small herd of six animals that
were released in the area in 1983.
These goats came from northern
Idaho.
The only other recent transplant
of mountain goats in Oregon was
in to the Tanner Butte area above
Bonneville in the Cascades above

One of the goats gets its radio collar attached before being loaded into the crate for
trip to Oregon. Horns are covered with hose to protect the handlers and the aninjI
is blindfolded to reduce stress.
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Below, one of the male goats surveys
his new home before departing the
crate. The animals were in the midst of
shedding their winter coats as can be
seen along the lower part of the
shoulder. An aerial check indicated the
Eagle Cap animals had quickly found
and joined the goats already there from
a previous transplant.
Time to remove the blindfold and urge
the goat to go into the shipping crate.
Bottom of the crate had hay covered
with crushed ice to keep the animals
cool. Though they were driven straight
through, a re-icing stop was made in
Portland.

the Columbia River. The results of
that transplant have been doubtful according to the ODF&W biologists. At least a couple of the
animals were poached and one
died of an accidental fall. Occa-

sional reports of the remaining
animals are received each year.
The plan is to eventually cornplete the trade by giving the
Washington Game Department a
like number of mountain sheep
from Oregon's Lostine herd to try
to establish a population in Washington.
Though the mountain goats
came from the Olympic National
Park with much of the trapping
nd arrangements done by Park
.3ervice personnel, both Oregon
and Washington state biologists
were involved in the transport and
release of the animals.L1
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Illegal Woodcutting Endangers Wildlife
Illegal or unknowing cutting of
designated wildlife trees is causing
a serious loss of habitat for several
bird and animal species in the
Deschutes National Forest, according to U.S. Forest Service biologist
Ed Styskel.
The Forest Service has been
working with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife in a program to leave some dead and dying trees standing as perches, nesting sites and food storage areas.
Many of these "snags" have signs
attached identifying this special

status.
Almost 300 different species of
birds, mammals, amphibians and
reptiles may use these trees. Unfortunately, these same trees are
also attractive to woodcutters in
search of dry fuel for their wood-

stoves.
The Deschutes National Forest
issues firewood cutting permits
totalling 60,000 cords per year.
Most of the permits are for removal of lodgepole pines infested
with mountain pine beetles.
Styskel says it takes about eight
lodgepole to make up a cord. That
adds up to a lot of trees. "People
think there is no harm in taking
just one prohibited tree. But we
permit removal of almost a halfmillion trees annually. If just one
percent of that total was illegal
that's 5,000 wildlife trees gone," he
said.
The permits issued to take firewood for personal use specifically
prohibit the cutting of marked
trees or trees that have bird cavities or nests. "Part of the problem
is that people just don't read the
permit instructions. Some people
even think they are doing us a
favor by taking those trees out,"
Styskel said.
For decades, snags have been
removed because they were considered a fire hazard and source of
potential injury to loggers. This
official philosophy has changed
over the years as the awareness of
wildlife values increased.
The earlier policy of cleaning out

the standing dead trees and
downed logs created a snag shortage. Illegal cutting disrupts at-

tempts to create and preserve habitat, according to Styskel.
Pine beetles burrow into the
inner bark layer of lodgepole pines
and other species, ultimately killing the trees. The infestation has
reached epidemic proportions in
forests throughout eastern and
central Oregon.
Styskel says the Deschutes National Forest has about 160,000
acres of timberland vulnerable to
attack, with two-thirds of that
acreage already showing some
level of infestation.
Firewood permits and commercia! salvage operations remove
some of the trees that would otherwise be wasted. Protection of
snag-dependent wildlife species
and their habitats is part of the
overall program.
Loss of so many lodgepole pine
to the beetle has been a bonanza
for people in need of low-cost firewood. But this "feast situation"
will not last forever, at least not in
the Bend area, according to Styskel.

By Jim Gladson

"We've had a surplus of beetlekilled lodgepole so it has been easy
to get firewood close to town. Now,
that is no longer so. There's really
not much available within a 15mile radius of Bend. As people go
farther and farther out for firewood, they will be less selective
about what they cut," he said.

Woodcutters are also taking
other prohibited species such as
the larger Ponderosa pine. These
trees make excellent wildlife
snags. "Basically, any tree that
looks like it would be good firewood is being cut
especially
along main forest roads that are
open year-round," he said.
Commercial timber thieves are
also taking trees, according to
Styskel. "There's big money in
firewood. Some of these people are
even trucking loads into California," he said.
The problem is obvious. The
question now is what to do about
it. Styskel and ODFW wildli
biologist Norm Behrens recenti.,
got together a group of private
timberland owners and other cornmunity representatives to discuss
(continued next page)
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Signs seem to mean little to some
woodcutters. This lodgepole fell to the
chainsaw despite the warning sign.

Cavity nesting creatures depend on
snags for homesites. Everyone wf
cuts wood can help save habitat
honoring the signs and protected trees.
L
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Tip of the Hat
udge Walter Foster of Polk
Uounty District Court gets this
month's tip ofthe sportsman's hat.
Earlier this year, Oregon State
Police Senior Trooper Galen Chand1er was advised that some tree
planters working near Valsetz
were involved in the killing of four
elk and selling some of the meat in
the Dallas area.
Six of the seven involved pleaded guilty before Judge Foster. One
individual received a sentence of a
$500 fine, $55 costs, $142 attorney
fees, 6 months in jail (suspended),
forfeiture of his hunting license for
two years, forfeiture ofhis weapon,
formal probation for two years and
to make restitution of $1,500 to the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
for the two elk killed. A second
individual was given the same
sentence.
The third person involved was
fined $350 plus $37 court costs. The
remaining three each received
$150 fines plus $30 court costs. The
,se.venth individual pled not guilty
d the case was dropped at the
request of the District Attorney.
A doff of the fedora to Judge
Foster. E
WOOD CUTTING

-from page 10

the matter.
The group favored a two-part
approach: put more teeth in enforcement of the regulations and
better inform people why these
trees should be saved.
Illegal removal of timber from
federal land is a federal offense.
Recent sentences handed down by
federal judges have included prison sentences and restitution payments totalling thousands of dollars.
The education program will target the people who may remove the
trees without knowing the full
impact of their action. Behrens
says the Deschutes snags provide
homes for woodpeckers, owls, flickers, squirrels and a variety of other
,bjrds, mammals and reptiles. "Our
ssage to the community will
concentrate on the value of these
trees. Wildlife need them, and the
people can help protect these
trees," he said.L1
OREGON WILDLIFE
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Barn Swallow
Some birds are forever aloof from
people Other species will drop by for
a bite at the backyard feeder, but take
flight at the first sign of human
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movement. Then there are the

friendly ones. For them, the presence of man is accepted and sometimes even a necessity.
Experts are not quite sure where barn swallows nested before there
were barns. What is certain is that this graceful bird, known to scientists as Hirudo rustica, likes a roof over its head, or more specifically its nest.
While barn rafters are a favored nesting site, bridge supports, house
overhangs and even porch lights may attract a home-hunting couple.
Barn swallows are also discriminating about neighborhoods. They
are generally not city birds, though the abundance of structures might
seem inviting. Rural areas are preferred and the suburbs tolerated.
The barn swallow is the largest of the six swallow species seen in
Oregon. They are also the most readily identified. A three-tone color
combination of a blue-black back, a chestnut chin and reddish-brown
belly sets these birds apart.
In flight, the deeply forked tail is another reliable key. Like other
swallows, the barn swallow is an adept and stylish flyer. Speed and
precision are natural requirements for birds that must grab their
insect meals on the wing.
Nest building is dirty work. Barn swallows and cliff swallows both
build mud nests lined with feathers and other material. Both will nest
under eves and rafters, but the nest styles are different. The barn bird
variety resembles an open-top cup while the cliff-style nest is frequently referred to as resembling a gourd in shape. Cliff swallows
usually nest in colonies. Barn swallows seldom nest in groups.
Breeding season in Oregon runs through May into early June. Four
to six eggs is normal nest production. By early fall, young and adult
swallows all begin a long southerly migration. Some birds may stop
in the southern or southwestern U.S., but most head for the wintering
grounds in Central and South America.LI
Jim Gladson

-
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'aRCA" (Courtesy of Steve Frohock, Moclips Cetological Society May not be
reproduced without permission.)

Killer Whales Have Salmon Treaties Too
By Dan Guthrie
Oregon State University
Sea Grant Program
A 30-foot killer whale can leap
clear ofthe water while holding an
adult sea lion crosswise in its
mouth. Packs of killer whales, also
called Orcas, on occasion herd
seals and sea lions into bays along
the Oregon Coast, then toy with
them by bunting the doomed
beasts 15 feet into the air before
delivering the coup de grâce with
their irresistible flukes. Prey species recovered from the stomachs
of dead killer whales worldwide
include 30 species of marine mammals, 30 species offish, 7 species of
birds, 2 species of cephalopod and
i species of turtle.
j_t is difficult to exaggerate the
feeding exploits of the seas' ultimate predators.
Killer whales also consume
meals of salmon and other fish.
How many salmon they take along
the coasts of Oregon and Washington is unknown, but the figure
must fluctuate from one year to the
next since they appear offshore in
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unpredictable numbers and in any
month.
In Puget Sound, where populations of these whales are stable, a
major study of Orcas and their
diets has just been completed. It
draws on 4,000 sightings and 1,400
hours of Orca observations recorded since 1976 by researchers with
The Whale Museum at Friday Harbor. Ninety-five percent of the
observations were on Puget
Sound's three resident pods with
the rest on the six transient pods.
A report on The Whale Museum's nine-year labor will be published early in 1987 in an upcoming book on cetacean research
methodology and a summary is
appearing in the next issue of
"Cetus," the museum's journal.
Titled "Some Variations in the
Behavior and Ecology of Socially
Isolated Pods of Killer Whales,"
the preliminary report submitted
to funding sponsors by Rich Osborne, Fred Felleman and Jim

Heimlich-Boran, reveals surprising differences in the pods' appetites:
1. Resident pods of Great
Puget Sound prey predominantly
on salmon while all but ignoring
seals and other marine mammals.
2. Transients, in contrast, depend on seals for 25 percent of
their food, on bottomfish for another 50 percent or more, and on
salmonids for the remainder.
The researchers estimate that
residents eat 1,691.25 metric tons
of salmon annually, or 7.5 percent
of the Washington State commercial catch, while transients eat 416
seals annually, or 8.9 percent of
the Puget Sound population.
The Whale Museum study is
remarkable not only for the time
and effort represented, but it also
stands out because of its use of
bloodless techniques to unravel
the private lives of Orcas.
The researchers first suspected
Puget Sound's Orcas of divvying
up prey when they noticed differences in how and where pods were
feeding. The transients milled
about aimlessly and the resider
advanced steadily, which suggeL
ed they were after bottomfish and
salmon respectively. Also, transients hugged shorelines and entered dead-end bays beloved by
seals, while residents traveled
from headland to headland along
straits known for their salmon
runs. Eco-traces taken of the
straits confirmed that residents
were pursuing large single fish,
presumably salmon.
The whales differed too in their
patterns of vocalization. Residents
"phonated" 87 percent of the time,
but feeding transients swam in
silence. In theory, the transients
stayed mum to avoid detection by
sharp-eared seals, something residents didn't need to worry about
since their voices are too highpitched for the ears of salmon.
Only the lowest of Orcas' echolocating clicks can be heard by
fish, and these, it is speculated, are
used by the whales to herd their
fleeing prey.
When transients did vocali
and were recorded by Whale Museum hydrophones, they were
found to have their own dialect.
(continued next page)
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The three resident pods also spoke
apparate dialects, however, and
mained almost as isolated from
each other as from the transients.
During the hundreds of hours of
watching and photographing residents, Whale Museum researchers
came to know them individually
by their distinctive color patterns
and scars. They found that populations changed but slightly over
the decade: J-pod ranged from 14
to 19, K-pod from 9 to 11, and L-pod
from 45 to 52 members. Adult females gave birth every third year,
if that often, and killer whales
didn't reach maturity until sometime after their 10th year. A killer
whale's lifespan, it now seems, is
not the 35 years listed by earlier
authorities, but 75 to loo years.
In all the 1,330 hours of observing these residents, only two cases

of predation on warm-blooded
mammals were logged. Both involved a female killer whale and
her calf from L-pod. The two were
seen playing with a newborn harbor porpoise and, on another occasion, with a juvenile Dall's porpoise. After 20 minutes the porpoises "disappeared."
Yet in only 70 hours of watching
transients, the researchers recorded predation on harbor seals four
times by four of the six small pods.
In addition, the stomach of a transient killer whale bull that died
was plumped with elephant seal
claws and harbor seal bones.
The researchers conclude their
report with a cautionary note on
the toxin PCB, which occurs in

high concentrations in Puget
Sound, hence in Puget Sound
seals, hence in the whales that eat

them: "The highest levels of marifle mammal PCB contamination
found anywhere in the world are
found in the transient killer
whales and harbor seals in Southem Puget Sound."
Incidentally, one warm-blooded
animal all killer whales consistently pass up is us. Although we're
seal-sized and good enough for
shark bait, there is not a single
documented case of an Orca eating
a human. Perhaps these monsters
dislike our lack of fur or scales, or
perhaps, with their brains five
times larger than our own, they
foresee the consequences of such a
meal.
Note: For more information on
The Whale Museum and its activities, write to P.O. Box 945, Friday Harbor, Wash., 98250, or call
(206) 378-471011

Lower Deschutes River Development Project
Another phase of planned development on the lower Deschutes
River was recently initiated and
-- rtia1ly
completed, thanks to the
oluriteer efforts of the Multnomah Anglers and Hunters Club
from the Portland area. The project involved development of three
spring sites on the Sherman
County side of the Deschutes Canyon for the purpose of providing
adequate water sources for wildlife
and livestock. The location was
approximately 15 miles up-river
from the mouth.
During the development of the
Lower Deschutes Coordinated Resource Plan, one of the problems
defined was the lack of water
available to hold livestock on the
upper and midslope elevations of
the canyon, away from the critical
riparian zone of the river. An earlier evaluation by a private landowner, BLM and Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife had
identified and scheduled the work.
Multnomah Anglers and Hunters
requested participation in the development on a volunteer basis.
,Jonstruction materials were purased by the club through a grant
from the Oregon Wildlife Heritage
Foundation to provide long-term
benefits for wildlife in the Lower
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Part of the crew from the Multnomah Anglers and Hunters Club working on fence
building and waterhole development along the Deschutes.

Approximately 15-20 club members turned out to work on the
weekend project along with six
Department of Fish and Wildlife
personnel. Club members ranged
from children to senior citizens,
but everyone had a hand in some
phase of the project. Construction
materials were packed down steep
slopes, spring boxes were installed, water lines were laid and
plumbed to water tanks, protective
fencing was constructed around
the spring source and a few trees
and shrubs were planted to enhance the spring site for wildlife
use.
A total of three spring sites were
developed and two of those were

fenced for protection. Additional
sites will be completed in the futurc in a mangement effort to
develop and enhance the natural
resources of the canyon. Two additional springs were completed earlier in the season on the Wasco
County side of the Deschutes
Canyon.
The entire project exemplifies
the interest and support of user
groups dedicated to wildlife resource management. The contribution of time and effort by the
Multnomah Anglers and Hunters
saved considerable manpower by
the department to complete this
task. It was a job well done and
appreciated by the department.LI
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Cascade Elk

- What

Does the Future Hold

Ste ve Denney, Assistant District Wildlife Biologist

Douglas District
Elk are relative newcomers to
the south Cascade Range of Oregon. In the late 1950's through the
early '70s, the department trapped
Roosevelt elk on the Millicoma tree
farm in Coos and Douglas counties
for transplant in suitable habitat
throughout western Oregon.
The North Umpqua River drainage received a transplant of 20 elk
that were released in the Little
River and Rock Creek areas in
1956 and 1958. Then in the early
1970's, a total of 126 Roosevelt elk
were transplanted in the North
and South Umpqua drainages.
From these beginnings are the elk
herds that we know today. Biologists estimate that we now have
about 3,700 elk in the upper Ump.
qua River system and hunters
harvest about 200 bulls per year.
Since elk are so new to this part
of Oregon, little is known of their
habits, movements, migrations
and habitat preference. In 1984, a
five-year cooperative project between the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife and the Umpqua
National Forest was developed to
attach radio transmitters to 75 elk
and monitor these elk to determine
habitat preferences, winter range
selection, migrational movements
and calving areas. This project
would give ODFW biologists a better understanding of these elk
herds and provide the Forest Service with knowledge to better plan
timber sales and road building to
minimize impacts to elk.
This project in the Umpqua
River Basin is only a part of the
Cascade elk project that encompasses the entire Cascade Range.
Biologists in Salem, Eugene, Roseburg, Bend, Klamath Falls and
Medford are now radio collaring
elk along the entire Cascade
Range to gain information on this
population of elk.
In the late winter of 1984-85,
department personnel attached 25
radio collars to elk on the Umpqua
National Forest. Seven of these elk
were stalked on the ground, tranquilized, and had radio transmitPage 14
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Above
Author Steve Denney prepares to bag an elk . with a tranquilizer. The
helicopter makes it possible to follow the animals as the drug takes effect.
Below Blindfolded for its own peace of mind, the tranquilized elk receives a ra
collar. Radio tracking will add needed information on this new herd of elk. (Phot
courtesy of Roseburg News Review. May not be reproduced without permission.)
.

.

(Courtesy of News Review)

ters attached. The other 18 elk
were darted from a helicopter
throughout various winter ranges
on the North and South Umpqua
rivers.
A total of 24 cows and one spike

(continued on back page)
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most flying birds,
this bird has a transparent, nictating membrane

D. Like

THE WAYS OF WILDLIFE

to protect its eyes from

dust, twigs and other
hazards.

E. This animal's eyes, like

many that are active at
night, adjust well to extreme light conditions.
The pupil is small and
eliptical in bright light,
large and round in dim
light.
F. Like many prey species
(animals that are eaten
by other animals), the
eyes of this animal bulge
from both sides of the
head providing a wide
radius of vision.
G. This animal's eyes only
allow it to tell the difference between light and
dark. This is not too surprising, since it lives
underground.
H. This animal has no
movable eyelids, but the
eyes are protected by a
transparent shield. The
shield is shed several
times a year with the

Learning By Eeriencing

"The Eyes of Wildlife Are Upon You
It is often said that we humans
take our eyes for granted; that we
don't value them unless we lose
them. And yet they give us so
much information about the world
we live in! Most other kinds of
animals depend on their sight just
like we do. But, over millions of
years of change, they have deve!oped eyes that fit their particular
life style. We call this adaptation,
and say that their eyes are adapted to the way they live.
Even though there are many different kinds of eyes in the higher
Thnimals (those that are most deve!jped like mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles), all of these eyes
work about the same way. Light
enters through a hole in the eye's
surface (the pupil); the size of the
hole depends on a set of muscles
that control the iris (the coloixd
part of the eye). In bright light, the
hole is small and in dim light, it is
large. In a human, the hole controlled by the iris is round, but it
may take many other shapes in
the rest of the animal kingdom.
Then, a transparent lense focuses
the eye, again, through muscular
movement. The light then passes
through the lense to an area (ret-

.

ma) that transfers a signal to the
brain.
As you would expect, good vision
in the animal kingdom seems to
depend on the importance of sight
to the survival of the animal.
Wildlife with various types of
eyes are shown below. Can you
match the description of these eye
types to the picture? Answers are
on page 16. Good luck (and no
peeking)!

____ A. These eyes are unique
among the birds. They
are placed on the front of

the head, permitting
very accurate depth per-

ception at even close
range (a real advantage
when they attack prey at

skin.

danger threatens,
this bird points its bill to
the sky, blending with
the reeds of his marshy
habitat. But, due to the
position of his eyes, he
can still see well.
J. This animal has eyes
that act much like a submarine's periscope.
K. This animal has eyes
that contain thousands
I. When

night).

____ B. Having excellent eyesight is often called being ? eyed. This and
all other birds of prey
possess what is probably
the best long-range vision known.
____ C. These eyes are large and
set near the back of the
head, enabling this bird
to keep a sharp lookout
while probing the soil for

of simple eyes. Such cornpound eyes help it find
its prey.
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Dates of Interest For Hunters
July 10
July 13
August 20
August 23
August 24
August 31
September 1
September 27
September 28
October 12
October 29
October 30
November 8

November

9

November 15
November 16

Controlled Hunt Application Deadline (postmark)
Bear Pursuit Season Opens
Deer and Elk Controlled Hunt Drawings
Bow Deer and Bow Elk Tag Sale Deadlines
General Bow Season Opens, General Bear Season Opens
Blue and Ruffed Grouse and Western Oregon Mt. Quail Seasons Open
Silver Gray Squirrel, Bandtailed Pigeon & Dove Seasons Open
Deer (Eastern & Western Oregon) and Bear Tag Sale Deadlines
Handgun Validation Deadline for Eastern and Western Deer Tags
General Deer Season Opens (Eastern and Western Oregon)
Pheasant, Chukar and Hungarian Partridge, Valley Quail and Eastern Oregon Mountain
Quail Seasons Open
Rocky Mt. Elk Tag Sale Deadline (First Season Tags)
Rocky Mt. Elk Season - First Period Opens
Rocky Mt. Elk Tag Sale Deadline (Second Season Tags)
Roosevelt Elk Tag Sale Deadline (First Season Tags)
Rocky Mt. Elk - Second Period Opens
Roosevelt Elk Season - First Period Opens
Roosevelt Elk Tag Sale Deadline (Second Season Tags)
Roosevelt Elk Season - Second Period Opens

Cascade Elk (continued from page 14)
bull were radio collared. Cow elk
elk tagged west of Lemolo Lake on
were chosen as primary candithe North Umpqua River, migratdates for radio collars because
ed over the crest of the Cascades
they tend to be more traditional in
during early May and are summerhome range selection and migraing on the head waters of the Little
tional movements while having a
Deschutes River and Big Marsh
longer life expectancy than bulls.
area near Crescent Lake, a disEach elk should give the departtance of 36 airline miles. Two cow
ment three years of continuous
elk collared near Dry Creek on the
data which is the life expectancy
North Umpqua River travelled the
of the radio transmitter.
length of the Boulder Creek WilElk will be monitored from the
derness, over the divide and are
air on a weekly basis during the
summering on the Middle Fork of
critical winter months from Decemthe Willamette River. These are
ber through May to give informajust two examples of unexpected
tion on winter range selection,
movements that radio collared elk
habitat preference and migra- have made. Time will tell whether
tional movements. Elk will then be
these movements are typical of
monitored on a monthly basis to
Cascade Roosevelt elk. In any
determine summer range distribuevent, after five years of study we
tion. Elk will also be monitored on
will know much more about the
the ground to gather more specific
Cascade elk population than we
information such as habitat use
know today.LJ
and calving areas. Plans call for
another 25 elk to be collared in Answers to WAYS OF WILDLIFE
quiz on page 15.
1986 and 25 more in 1987, for a
A. Owl, B. Eagle, C. Woodcock,
total of 75 radio collared elk on the
D. Robin, E. Bobcat, F. Rabbit,
Umpqua National Forest.
G. Mole, H. Snake, I. Bittern, J.
Some interesting information
Frog, K. Dragon Fly
has already been gathered from
Bill Hastie
the first 25 collared elk. Four cow
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Waterfowl Stamps
Due in Early August
The 1985 Oregon Waterfowl
Stamps should be available &license agents throughout ti.
state some time during the first
week of August according to Norm
Goodfellow, licensing supervisor
for the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
A note in the big game regulations incorrectly indicated the
stamps would be available from
the department and license agents
on July 1. Delay in the printing
process has made the later date
necessary, but stamps will be out
in plenty of time for the start of the
waterfowl season.
The 1985 stamp features snow
geese and is by the same artist
who produced the first stamp,
Michael Sieve. Limited edition
prints and attractive posters featuring the stamp may be ordered
from art dealers throughout the
state. The prints must be ordered
by December 31, 1985.LJ

